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Providing professional print finishing
services for over 30 years.
hot foil printing

embossing

GOLDBLOCKDESIGN.COM

die cutting

ABOUT US
Established in 1980, Goldblock Design specialises in providing the print finishing
services to the printing trade, including hot foiling printing, embossing and diecutting. Many a project has been enhanced with the unique finishing touches our
processes provide. With industry and machinery experience of almost 40 years we
can confidently provide a unique service; combining authentic craftsmanship
practices, with present prestige finishing requirements.

The care and precision with which we add these printing techniques is what has
given Goldblock Design it’s reputation. While technologies have advanced, our
individual care for each project remains.

GOLDBLOCKDESIGN.COM

OUR SERVICES
HOT FOIL PRINTING
Add a reflective element, and touch of luxury to your designs
with traditional hot-foil print. From the very beginnings of Goldblock
Design, hot foil printing has been our passion - nothing adds class to a design
like a hint of metallic foil.

EMBOSSING
Embossing stationary or print gives it a tactile quality that demands
attention. Bring a design into relief, and give it a depth and quality to touch.
We especially love projects that combine hot foiling and embossing to create
something which stands out and is spectacular.

DIE CUTTING
Bring another dimension to packaging or stationary with intricate die cut
designs. These look great as packaging peep-throughs, showing off contents,
or with a contrasting colour backing for eye-catching stationary.
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CONTRACT FOIL PRINTING
With the variety of foiling machines we operate at
Goldblock Design we are able to take on contract
printing for manufacturers and suppliers of products
including those made from both flexible and ridged
polypropylene, laminated card or display board - Tags,
Backing Cards, Book Covers etc.

We at Goldblock Design have gained a reputation for our
persistent and innovative ‘can do’ approach to achieve
high quality results on challenging items whether it be
an odd shaped floppy tag or heavily grained padded
coverWe look forward to the next challenge!!
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L U X U R Y S TAT I O N A R Y
We’ve been commisioned many times
by printers, to create a luxury or
‘prestigious’ impression on certificates,
invites or high-class stationary.
Hot foil print, embossing, debossing,
spot gloss effects or even precise diecutting... Goldblock are experts in all of
the traditional techniques!
The pictured certificate creates an
authentic and sought-after look, with
an embossed crest and ‘seal’, printed
on a thick, luxury paper stock.
Other frequent projects that require
the
Goldblock
touch,
include
Wedding inviations, company event
announcements, or greeting cards.
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C O R P O R AT E & C L A S S Y
IMPRESSIONS
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We all know how important first impressions are
in the business world. Much of Goldblock’s work
for printers centres around creating ‘the perfect
finish’ for business cards, brochures or branded
literature.
Especially relevant if your customers are out
to make a statement, or you want to give them
more ways to show off their brand style to the
world!
Business event invitations, Christmas cards from

the team, and portfolios for presenting literature
- we’ve had a wide spectrum of corporate printing
projects though the doors of Goldblock!
The pictured project uses a subtle deboss and
spot gloss with a black-on-black logo. As business
cards, this design really goes the extra mile in
impressing... Truly a card to keep hold of!
If you’re looking to up your stationary game and
enhance your options, Goldblock is the place to
come for luxury printing finishes!

EVENT PUBLICITY
How would you feel to receive an
embossed, gold-foil invite to a film
premiere, as pictured?
We get lots of event invitations put our
way from printers, to add the finishing
luxury touches.
It goes without saying it adds a whole
new realm of anticipation to the event,
and is much more likely to draw in the
crowds than that of plain text, or an
email invite!
Whether as part of a high-end mailout,
hand-out literature or even part of an
awards ceremony... Whatever your
customers dream up, offer them the
option of the luxurious feel of Hot-foil
printing and embossing to enhance
their project.
The sense
of distinctive prestige
created by these outstanding items of
print more than justify their place on
the events budget.

G O L B L O C K I N S P I R AT I O N

G O L B L O C K I N S P I R AT I O N

C O N TA C T U S

CONTACT

LOCATIONS

OPENING HOURS

Email: quality@goldblockdesign.com
Phone: 01494 447254

1 Rosebery Avenue
High Wycombe, Bucks
HP13 7AH

Mon-Fri: 8am-5pm

Olympic House, Collett,
Southmead Park, Didcot,
OX11 7WB
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